EXPLANATION OF SCORING EXAMPLE

In the example set described below, the graphics shown below each paragraph are the markings that the scorer would enter in the scoring section for the serving team. The markings made in the running score and in the receiving team’s scoring section are not shown here, but are described in the text. The completed scoresheet for this set appears on Page 118.

Match Preliminaries
This is the first set of a match between two Division II teams, Mars and Venus. It is the third match of the Venus Invitational Tournament and is scheduled for 7 p.m. on Saturday, September 13, 2014, in Smith Arena. Before the first set of the match, the scorer completes all heading information and writes in the names of the referees, the scorer and the line judges. Enter the name of the line judge working on the first referee’s side of the court on the first line and the name of the line judge working on the second referee’s side of the court on the second line.

Mars wins the coin toss and elects to serve first. Venus, the home team, has selected the court to the right of the scorer, and thus is designated as Team B for this set, while Mars is designated as Team A. The scorer enters the team names on the appropriate sides of the scoresheet and circles the S in the box near Mars’ TEAM name. The scorer also circles the set number in the SET section at the bottom of the scoresheet.

Recording the Lineups
Using the lineup sheets, the scorer writes the players’ uniform numbers in serving order in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column, starting with the serving team’s (Mars) right back (No. 7) on line I and the receiving team’s (Venus) right front (No. 2) on line I. The assistant scorer (AS) enters the lineups on the Libero Tracking Sheet (LTS) in the same order in the SP (starting player) column. The uniform number of each libero is written in the appropriate area at the top of the scoresheet and the LTS. In addition, the AS circles the S in the box near Mars’ team name.

After the second referee checks the lineups to ensure the correct players are on the court in the designated rotation order, Mars’ libero (No. 8) replaces No. 4 in the back row, and Venus’ libero (No. 6) replaces No. 9 in the back row.

The AS enters an L on line V of the LTS on Mars’ side beside the 4, indicating that Mars No. 4 has been replaced by the libero. On line IV of Venus’ side of the LTS, the AS writes an L beside the 9, indicating that Venus No. 9 has been replaced by that team’s libero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Venus</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Mars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SET 1</td>
<td>Libero_6</td>
<td>SET 1</td>
<td>Libero_8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td></td>
<td>Net</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8c</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coach Signature: Steve Smith  Sara Nelson  Coach Signature: Mary Moreno  Beth Smart

Other Coaches:  Other Coaches:

Figure 4 — LINEUP SHEETS

Recording the Match
The set begins at 7 p.m. The time is recorded in the Time Set Started section.
Mars No. 7 serves, resulting in a loss of rally. A circle is drawn in Mars No. 7’s scoring section when the serve is contacted. The AS places a tally mark in the Service column beside Serving Order I when the serve is contacted. Record an R inside the circle when the referee indicates that Mars has lost the rally (Venus scores
a point). Immediately slash point 1 in the Venus running score, and record a 1 with no other symbols in the scoring section for Venus No. 2. (The notations following each paragraph of this section are the symbols that should be recorded in the scoring section for each team as indicated.)

As Venus rotates, Venus No. 9 replaces the libero to play in the left-front position. The AS enters a 9 beside the L on Venus’ line IV of the LTS.

Venus No. 2 serves for a point. When the serve is contacted, the scorer draws a circle in Venus No. 2’s scoring section, and the AS writes a tally mark in the Service column beside Venus’ Serving Order I. Record a 2 inside the circle when the referee indicates the point scored by Venus, and circle the 2 in Venus’ running score.

The next serve results in a loss of rally. Record an R inside the circle that was drawn when Venus No. 2 served (Mars scores a point). Immediately slash point 1 in the Mars running score, and record a 1 in Mars No. 6’s scoring section.

The Venus libero replaces No. 2 in right back. The AS enters an L beside the 2 on Venus’ line I of the LTS. As Mars rotates, Mars No. 4 replaces the libero to play in the left-front position. The AS enters a 4 beside the L on Mars’ line V of the LTS. The scorer does not record anything for the libero entries.

Venus’ coach requests a substitution, No. 7 for No. 1. Record Sx7/1 in Mars No. 6’s scoring section, slash the number 1 in Venus’ PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column and write the substitute’s number 7 to the immediate right of the slashed number 1. Slash the number 1 in the SUBSTITUTIONS section under the scoring section. The AS records the substitution as well, slashing through Venus No. 1 and entering No. 7 on Venus’ line III on the LTS. In addition, the AS slashes the 1 in the Team Substitutions line on the LTS.

Mars No. 6 serves, but a ball from another court enters the playing area, and the referees stop play. The first referee indicates a re-serve (play-over). Record a P inside the circle that was drawn at the time of service. The AS enters tally marks in the Service column upon contact of the serve.

After the first referee signals for serve again, but before service contact, the Mars coach asks the second referee for a substitution. The second referee does not whistle, but indicates that no substitution will be allowed. The referees charge the Mars coach with an improper request. On the first line of the SANCTIONS box, slash the IR, enter an A in the A/B column, and record the score (1-2).

Mars No. 6’s next serve results in a loss of rally. Record an R inside the circle in Mars No. 6’s scoring section, immediately slash point 3 in the Venus running score, and record a 3 on line II of the Venus scoring section.

The Mars libero replaces Mars No. 6. On the LTS, the AS enters an L beside the 6 on line II.

As Venus rotates, No. 2 replaces the libero in center back, but the Venus libero moves to the service area to replace Venus No. 4, who is the next server. No. 4 leaves the court. The AS enters a 2 beside the L on line I of the LTS, and then enters an L beside the 4 on line II.

When the libero serves, the AS draws a triangle around the II in the Serving Order column for Venus, and enters a tally mark in the Service column. On the scoresheet, draw a triangle around the II in the Serving Order column, indicating the only rotation where the Venus libero can serve for the entire set.

Venus’ libero (No. 6) serves into the net. When the libero contacts the service, draw a triangle rather than a circle on the second line of Venus’ scoring section. Record an R inside the triangle and slash point 2 in the Mars running score and record a 2 on line III of Mars’ scoring section.
Mars’ coach requests two substitutions, No. 1 for No. 4 and No. 2 for No. 10. Mars No. 2 is designated as the new playing captain. Record S1/4 2/10 in Mars No. 5’s scoring section, slash the number 4 in the box in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column and write the substitute’s number 1 to the immediate right of the slashed number 4.

Slash number 10 and the c and write in 2c to indicate the substitution and new playing captain. Slash SUBSTITUTIONS numbers 1 and 2. The AS records the substitutions on the LTS as well, slashing 4 and entering 1, slashing 10 and entering 2, and slashing Team Substitutions numbers 1 and 2.

Mars No. 5 serves for a point. Record point 3 inside the circle drawn at the time of service and circle the 3 in Mars’ running score column. The AS writes a tally mark in the Mars’ Service column on line III of the LTS.

Mars No. 5 serves again, and the scorer records another point, thinking that Mars won the rally. However, the scorer looks up and sees Venus No. 7 ready to serve and realizes that the referee actually indicated a Mars loss of rally (point for Venus). Place a large X through circled point 4 in the scoring section, and record R in a circle immediately following, as though point 4 had never been recorded. In the Mars running score column, put an X through the circled point 4 and rewrite the number 4 on the outside of the running score column. Slash point 4 in the Venus running score, and record a 4 on line III of the Venus scoring section.

Mars No. 4 enters the substitution zone while the ball is out of play and the second referee authorizes No. 4 to substitute for No. 1. Record Sx 4/1 in Venus No. 7’s scoring section, slash the number 1 in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column and write the substitute’s number 4 to the immediate right of the slashed number 1. Slash SUBSTITUTIONS number 3. The AS also slashes player number 1, writes in substitute number 4, and slashes Team Substitutions number 3 on the LTS.

Venus No. 7 serves into the net. Record an R in the circle in Venus No. 7’s scoring section and immediately slash the handwritten point 4 in the Mars running score. Record point 4 on line IV of Mars’ scoring section as well. The AS places a tally mark in Venus’ Service column on line III of the LTS.

Mars’ coach requests one substitution, No. 3 for No. 22. Record S 3/22 in the Mars scoring section, slash the number 22 and replace with number 3, and slash SUBSTITUTIONS number 4. The AS also records the substitution by slashing 22, writing in number 3, and slashing Team Substitutions number 4 on the LTS.

Mars No. 3’s serve goes out of bounds. Record an R in the circle in Mars No. 3’s scoring section, immediately slash point 5 in Venus’ running score and record point 5 on line IV of Venus’ scoring section. The AS writes a tally mark in the Service column on Mars’ line IV of the LTS.

Venus No. 4 replaces the libero in left back. The AS records the replacement by entering a 4 beside the L on line II of the LTS.

Venus’ coach requests two substitutions, No. 3 for No. 9 and No. 10 for No. 2. Record S 3/9 10/2 in the scoring section, slash the players’ numbers and replace with substitute numbers 3 and 10. Slash two team SUBSTITUTIONS. The AS also records the substitutions, including slashing Team Substitutions 2 and 3 for Venus on the LTS.

Venus No. 3 serves a point. Record point 6 inside the circle drawn in Venus No. 3’s scoring section and circle point 6 in Venus’ running score. The AS places a tally mark in Venus’ Service column on line IV.

Venus No. 3 serves again and a player from another court runs on the court to retrieve a ball and interferes with play. The referee indicates a replay (play-over). Record a P inside the next circle drawn at the time of service.
Mars No. 4 is upset by the referee’s decision and complains loudly. The referee gives her a yellow card for misconduct. On the second line of the SANCTIONS box, record the number 4 in the YC column, record an A in the A/B column, and record the score with Mars’ score first (4-6).

Venus No. 3 serves. Mars No. 4 is still upset by the last call and yells out to distract the Venus team during the ensuing volley. The referee stops play and issues a red card to Mars No. 4, awarding a point to Venus. Record point 7 in the circle already drawn and place a square around the circle to show the penalty was awarded in the middle of a rally. Draw a square around point 7 in Venus’ running score column. On the next line of the SANCTIONS box, record the number 4 in the RC column, record an A in the A/B column, and record the score prior to the penalty point, 4-6.

Mars’ coach requests and is granted a timeout. Record the timeout in Mars’ top Timeout box, located under the running score column, entering Mars’ score first (4-6).

After the timeout, Venus No. 3 serves and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle in Venus’ scoring section, slash point 5 in Mars’ running score and record point 5 on line V of Mars’ scoring section.

The Venus libero replaces No. 3. The AS enters an L beside the 3 on Venus’ line IV of the LTS.

Mars’ coach requests a substitution, No. 22 for No. 3. Record the substitution in the scoring section, slash the player number, replace with the substitute’s number, and slash SUBSTITUTIONS number 5. The AS records the substitution on the LTS as well, slashing Mars No. 3 and entering Mars No. 22, and slashing Team Substitutions number 5.

Mars No. 6 replaces the libero, who is rotating to left front. The AS records 6 beside the L on line II of the LTS. The libero moves directly to the serving area, and Mars No. 4 (the next Mars server) leaves the court. The AS records an L beside the 4 on line V of the LTS.

The Mars libero serves for a point. When the libero serves, the AS draws a triangle around the V in the Serving Order column, and writes a tally mark in the Service column for Mars. On the scoresheet, draw a triangle around point 6 in Venus’ scoring section. Record point 6 in the triangle. Draw a triangle around point 6 in Mars’ running score.

Venus No. 33 serves and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle drawn in Venus No. 33’s scoring section, slash point 7 in Mars’ running score, and record point 7 in Mars’ scoring section. On the LTS, the AS writes a tally mark in Venus’ Service column on line V.

Mars’ coach requests a substitution, No. 10 for No. 2. Record the substitution with the usual three steps: Write S 10/2 in the scoring section, slash the player number and the c, replace with the substitute’s number and slash the next SUBSTITUTIONS number. No. 10 was the original captain and will always be the designated playing captain when she is on the court. Therefore, a c should be written beside the 10. The AS also records the substitution by slashing player number 2, writing 10 beside it and slashing the next Team Substitution number.

Mars No. 10 serves and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle drawn when the serve was contacted. Slash point 9 in Venus’ running score and record point 9 in Venus’ scoring section. On the LTS, the AS writes a tally mark in Mars’ Service column on line VI.
Venus No. 8 serves a point. Record point 10 in the circle and in Venus’ running score. The AS places a tally mark in Venus’ Service column on line VI.

Mars’ No. 3 enters the substitution zone while the ball is out of play, and the second referee whistles to acknowledge the substitution request. Mars No. 3 enters the court as a substitute for No. 6. The scorer immediately notifies the second referee about the wrong position entry. The referees assesses Mars a delay sanction. On the next line of the SANCTIONS box, record a D (for Delay) in the YC column, enter an A in the A/B column, and record the score (7-10).

Mars’ coach requests and is granted a timeout. The score of 7-10 is recorded in the second box for the Mars team in the Timeout section.

After the timeout, Venus No. 8 serves again, and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle in Venus’ scoring section.

This completes the first round of serves for all players. The scorer uses a red pen to slash point 8 in Mars’ running score and to record point 8 in Mars’ scoring section on line I. The red pen is also used for the entire second round of serves.

Mars No. 7 serves and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle in Mars No. 7’s scoring section and slash point 11 in Venus’ running score. Record point 11 in Venus’ scoring section on line I. On the LTS, the AS writes a second tally mark in Mars’ Service column on line I.

Venus rotates, moving Venus No. 10 to the right-back serving position. Since the Venus libero’s current position is moving to the front row, she must be replaced, and Venus No. 3 is the only player who may replace her. No. 3 enters the court, replacing the libero. The AS marks the replacement on the LTS by entering a 3 next to the L on line IV of the LTS.

Venus coach requests a substitution, No. 1 for No. 7. Record the substitution with the usual three steps: Write $S_{1/7}$ in the scoring section, slash the player number, replace with the substitute’s number, and slash the next SUBSTITUTIONS number. The AS also records the substitution on the LTS.

Venus No. 10 serves into the net. Record an R in the circle in Venus No. 10’s scoring section and slash point 9 in Mars’ running score. Record point 9 in the scoring section for Mars No. 6. The AS writes a second tally mark in Venus’ Service column on line I.

The Venus libero replaces No. 10 in right back. The AS enters an L beside the 10 on Venus’ line I of the LTS.

Mars rotates and Mars No. 4 replaces the libero in left front. The AS enters a 4 beside the L on Mars’ line V of the LTS.

Mars’ coach requests a substitution, No. 9 for No. 22. Both the scorer and the AS record the substitution on their respective forms.

Venus’ coach requests a substitution, No. 12 for No. 33. Record the substitution with the usual three steps: record the substitution in the scoring section, slash and replace the player number, and slash Venus’ SUBSTITUTIONS number 5. The AS also records the substitution.

Mars No. 6 serves and scores a point. Record point 10 in the circle and circle point 10 in Mars’ running score. On the LTS, the AS writes another tally mark in Mars’ Service column on line II.
Mars No. 6 serves again and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the second circle drawn. Record point 12 in Venus’ running score and scoring section.

| Mars II | 9 S 9/22 Sx 12/33 10(R) |

The Mars libero replaces No. 6 in right back. The AS records the replacement on the LTS.

Venus No. 10 replaces the Venus libero and the libero leaves the court. The AS records the replacement on the LTS. Venus No. 10 immediately reports to the sideline to meet Venus No. 2, who has entered the substitution zone. The second referee whistles and authorizes the substitution. Both the scorer and the AS record the substitution of No. 2 for No. 10.

Venus No. 2 serves the ball instead of the correct server, Venus No. 4. The scorer should know the wrong server is going to serve, but must wait until the illegal service actually occurs. As soon as No. 2 contacts the ball for service, the scorer notifies the second referee, who will determine when to interrupt play. No circle is drawn for the illegal service. (If a circle is drawn in error, the scorer writes an X through it.)

A loss of rally (R) is recorded in a square in the scoring section on the line for the player who should have served (No. 4), and point 11 is slashed in Mars’ running score and written in Mars’ scoring section (line III) with no other associated symbol. On the next line of the SANCTIONS box, record 2 (the incorrect server) followed by 4 (the player who should have served) in the WS column, enter a B in the A/B column, and record the score, noting the score of the team at fault first (12-10). Although the serve by Venus No. 2 was not legal, a rally has occurred, so the AS writes a second tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line II.

| Venus II | 12 S 7/10 R |

The Venus libero replaces Venus No. 4. The AS records the exchange.

Mars’ coach requests a substitution, No. 2 for No. 10. Mars No. 2 is again designated as the playing captain. Record the substitution in the usual manner (notation in the scoring section, slash and replace the player number, and slash Mars’ SUBSTITUTIONS number 8). The AS also records the substitution.

Mars No. 5 serves for a point, (point 12). Record point 12 in the circle drawn and circle point 12 in Mars’ running score. The AS writes another tally mark in Mars’ Service column on line III.

No. 5 serves again and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the second circle drawn (record point 13 in Venus’ running score and scoring section).

| Mars III | 11 S 7/10 12(R) |

Venus’ coach requests a substitution, No. 16 for No. 8. Record the substitution in the usual manner (notation in the scoring section, slash and replace the player number, and slash Venus’ SUBSTITUTIONS number 7). The AS also records the substitution.

No. 1 is designated as floor captain. On the scoresheet, write a small c next to number 1 in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column.

Venus No. 1 serves and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle and record point 13 in Mars’ running score and scoring section. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line III.

| Venus III | 13 S 16/8 R |

Venus’ coach requests two substitutions, No. 33 for No. 12 and No. 9 for No. 3. Record each substitution in all three locations (notation in scoring section, slash and replace the players’ numbers, and slash Venus’ SUBSTITUTIONS numbers 8 and 9). The AS also records the substitutions.
Mars No. 9 serves and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle and record point 14 for Venus in both the running score and the scoring section. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line IV.

| Mars IV | 13 Sx^{33/12} 9/3 (R) |

Venus No. 9 serves and loses the rally. Record an R in the circle drawn, and record point 14 for Mars in both the running score and the scoring section. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line IV.

| Venus IV | 14 R |

The Mars libero is replaced by Mars No. 6. The libero moves directly to the right back position, and Mars No. 4 leaves the court. The AS records both replacements.

The Mars libero serves into the net. Record an R in the triangle drawn and record point 15 for Venus in both the running score and the scoring section. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line V.

| Mars V | 14 R |

Venus No. 4 replaces the Venus libero. The AS records the replacement.

Venus No. 33 serves for a loss of rally. Record an R in the circle drawn and record point 15 for Mars in both places. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line V.

| Venus V | 15 R |

The Venus libero replaces Venus No. 9. The AS records the exchange.

Mars’ coach requests a substitution, No. 10 for No. 2. Record the substitution as before, marking No. 10 as the current captain. The AS also records the substitution.

Mars No. 10 serves for a point. Record point 16 in the circle and circle point 16 in Mars’ running score. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line VI.

The Venus coach requests and is granted the team’s first timeout. Record the timeout in the top Timeout box located under Venus’ running score column, writing Venus’ score first (15-16).

After the timeout, Mars No. 10 serves into the net. Record an R in the circle, and record point 16 for Venus in both the scoring section and running score.

| Mars VI | 15 S^{10/2} 16 R |

Venus No. 16 serves and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle drawn on Venus’ line VI. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line VI.

| Venus VI | 16 R |

This completes the second round of serves for all players. The scorer uses a blue or black pen to slash point 17 in Mars’ running score and record point 17 on line I of Mars’ scoring section, and continues to record the entire third round of serves in blue or black.

Venus No. 9 replaces the Venus libero. The AS records the exchange.

Mars No. 7 serves and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle, and record point 17 for Venus. The AS writes a third tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line I.
Venus No. 2 serves, and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle and record point 18 for Mars. The AS writes a third tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line I.

The Venus libero replaces Venus No. 2 in right back. The AS records the replacement.

Mars rotates, and Mars No. 4 replaces the Mars libero. The AS records the exchange.

Venus’ coach requests a substitution, No. 12 for No. 33. Record the substitution in the three usual places on the scoresheet. The AS also records the substitution.

Mars No. 6 serves and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle and record point 18 for Venus. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line II.

Mars No. 6 is replaced by the Mars libero. The AS records the replacement.

As Venus rotates, No. 2 replaces the libero in center back, but the Venus libero moves to the service area to replace Venus No. 4, who is the next server. No. 4 leaves the court. The AS records both replacements.

The Venus libero serves for point 19. Record the point in a triangle in the Venus scoring section, and draw a triangle around point 19 in Venus running score. The AS writes a third tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line II.

Venus No. 4 replaces the Venus libero. The AS records the replacement.

Venus No. 4 serves and Venus wins the rally. Record point 20 in a circle in Venus’ scoring section, and circle point 20 in the Venus running score.

Venus No. 4 serves again and Venus loses the rally. Record an R in the circle in Venus’ scoring section, and record point 19 for Mars.

The Venus libero replaces No. 4. The AS records the replacement.

Mars No. 5 serves, and Mars loses the rally. Record an R in the circle, and record point 21 for Venus. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line III.

Venus No. 1 serves for a loss of rally. Record an R in the circle and record point 20 for Mars. The AS writes a third tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line III.

Venus No. 33 enters the substitution zone while the ball is out of play and the second referee authorizes No. 33 to substitute for No. 12. Both the scorer and the AS record the substitution as usual.

After the second referee has authorized Venus No. 33 to enter the court and the first referee is preparing to beckon, the Venus coach tells the second referee that he wants another substitution. The second referee does not whistle, but indicates to the coach that a second substitution is not allowed.

The referees assess an improper request to Venus. On the next line of the SANCTIONS box, slash the IR, enter a B in the A/B column and record the score (21-20)
Mars No. 9 serves, and at the end of that rally, the referee indicates that Mars lost the rally, which the scorer immediately records. However, the line judge later shows a touch on a Venus player, and the referee changes the decision to a point. When the referee first signals the loss of rally, the scorer records an R in the circle, slashes point 22 in Venus’ running score, and writes 22 on line IV of Venus’ scoring section.

When the referee then indicates the mind change and signals a point for Mars instead, the scorer:
- Slashes the circle containing the R.
- Records an M beside it.
- Records point 21 in a square in the scoring section for Mars No. 9.
- Circles point 21 in Mars’ running score.

In Venus’ running score, the scorer crosses out point 22 (which has already been slashed) with an X over the 22, and writes an M just to the right of the numeral. The 22 that had already been entered in line IV of Venus’ scoring section is also crossed out with an X. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line IV.

**Mars No. 9’s second serve goes out of bounds.** Record an R in the circle drawn in Mars No. 9’s scoring section and slash the handwritten M beside point 22 in Venus’ running score to indicate that the 22nd point has now been scored. Also, rewrite the 22 on line IV of Venus’ scoring section.

Mars No. 6 replaces the Mars libero. The AS records the replacement.

Mars No. 4 serves. During the ensuing rally, Mars No. 7 is injured as the ball hits the floor in Venus’ court; the referee indicates that Mars won the rally. Record point 23 for Mars in both the scoring section and the running score. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Mars’ Service column on line V.

**It is determined that Mars No. 7 is not able to continue play.** Since Mars has no players on the bench who have not previously played in this set, a substitute who has already played in another position may replace the injured player as an exceptional substitute.

Mars’ coach substitutes No. 3 (who has already played in another position in this set) for injured No. 7. This does not count as a team substitution even though the team has not used all 15 allowable substitutions. Record S 3/7 in Mars No. 4’s scoring section, and circle that notation to indicate that it is an exceptional substitution. Circle number 7 in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column to indicate that she cannot return to this set. Enter the substitute’s number 3 next to it. Since there is no column in the SANCTIONS box for exceptional substitutions, record the event in the COMMENTS section by writing 23-22, Exceptional sub, Mars No. 3 for injured No. 7. The AS records this event by circling the 7 and entering a 3 on line I of the LTS. Since an exceptional substitution does not count as a team substitution, no mark is made in the Team Substitutions line on the LTS.

Mars’ coach requests a third timeout; the referee appropriately awards a delay penalty, since a delay warning had been given earlier in the set. On the next line of the SANCTIONS box, record a D (for Delay) in the RC column, enter an A in the A/B column, and record the score (23-22). Record the penalty point by drawing a square in Mars No. 4’s scoring section and recording an R in it. Draw a square around point 23 in Venus’ running score, and record point 23 in Venus No. 33’s scoring section, with no other symbols.

Mars No. 4 explodes with a stream of abusive language. The referee holds up red and yellow cards apart in each hand, disqualifying Mars No. 4. Since there is no column in the SANCTIONS box for
disqualifications, record the disqualification in the COMMENTS section by writing 23-23, Disqualification, Mars No. 4.

The Venus team receives a penalty point because of the disqualification. Record point 24 in a square in Venus No. 33’s scoring section and draw a square around point 24 in Venus’ running score. The AS writes another tally mark on the LTS in Venus’ Service column on line V, since a rally resulted from the penalty point.

The Mars team is allowed to substitute No. 1 for disqualified No. 4. Record the substitution in the usual manner on the scoresheet and the LTS. The scorer notifies the second referee that Mars has used 10 team substitutions.

Venus No. 33 serves for a point. Record point 25 in the circle drawn on Venus’ line V in the scoring section, and circle point 25 in the running score.

The time is 7:28. The scorer uses a blue or black pen to note the Time Set Finished at the top of the scoresheet, and then records the WINNING TEAM, the LOSING TEAM and their scores in the lower right part of the scoresheet. The scorer checks the scoresheet carefully to ensure its completeness, and then signs the scoresheet.

Deciding Set Scorekeeping Procedures

A sample scoresheet on Page 119 shows the scoring procedures that are used during the deciding set of a match, or during any set in which the teams switch sides. When teams switch sides in a set, the scorer uses a deciding set scoresheet. Information for the team starting on the left court is written on the left side of the scoresheet and continues on the right of the scoresheet when the teams change courts, which occurs when the first team has scored eight points.

Recording Duplicate Information

Because minimal time is available between serves, the scorer records some of the information for Team A (the team that starts on the scorer’s left) on both sides of the scoresheet before the set and as the set progresses. This information includes the starting lineup, substitutions, timeouts and the running score. Except for the last action of the team that moves from the left court to the right court, the information in the far left scoring section is not repeated on the right side of the scoresheet.

Changing Courts

During the court change, the scorer verifies that the required information from the far left is repeated on the far right:

- Points are marked in both running score columns for Team A.
- Substitutions are repeated in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS column.
- The SUBSTITUTIONS numbers are slashed.
- Timeout scores are recorded.

Libero Tracking

Prior to the court change, the assistant scorer will record the following information on both the far left and far right sides of the LTS for the team that starts the set on the scorer’s left:

- Libero service position.
• **Service** tally marks.
• Slashes in the **Team Subs** counter.

At the court change, the players currently on the court for the team moving to the scorer’s right, including the libero, are recorded in the CP column on the far right section of the LTS. If the libero is on the court, write both the number of the player that the libero has replaced and the L on the far right side.

### Sample Deciding Set

The following example uses the deciding set scoresheet. In the sample set, the Blue team won the coin toss and elected to serve first. The Silver team selected the court to the scorer’s left. The scorer has recorded all heading information and entered the lineups in all three scoring sections, as shown on the sample scoresheet. (See Page 119.) The completed deciding set Libero Tracking Sheet is on Page 117.

#### After the second referee checks the lineups for the start of the first set, Silver’s libero replaces No. 3.

The AS records the replacement by writing an L to the right of the 3 in the far left section of the LTS on line IV.

**Blue No. 2 serves twice, resulting in points 1 and 2.** Record points 1 and 2 inside the first two circles drawn in Blue No. 2’s scoring section. Circle points 1 and 2 in the running score column for Blue (Team B), which is just to the right of Blue’s scoring section. When Blue No. 2 contacts the first serve, the AS records a tally mark in Blue’s **Service** column on line I of the LTS.

**Blue No. 2 serves again and Blue loses the rally.** Record an R in the third circle in Blue No. 2’s scoring section. Immediately slash point 1 in both running score columns for Silver (Team A) on the left and far right sides of the scoresheet, and record point 1 on line I of Silver’s scoring section on the left side only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>1 2 R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Silver No. 3 replaces the libero.** The AS records the replacement by writing a 3 to the right of the L in the far left section of the LTS on line IV.

**Silver No. 17 serves and Silver wins the rally.** Record point 2 in the first circle drawn in Silver No. 17’s scoring section on the left side of the scoresheet, and circle point 2 in both of Silver’s running score columns (left and far right). On contact of the serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Silver’s **Service** column on line I, in both the far left and far right sections.

**Silver No. 17 serves again and Silver loses the rally.** Record an R in the second circle in Silver No. 17’s scoring section on the left and slash point 3 in Blue’s running score column. Record point 3 on line II of Blue’s scoring section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver 1 (left)</th>
<th>1 2 R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Silver’s team captain requests a substitution, No. 11 for No. 4.** The scorer records the substitution in Blue No. 8’s scoring section (Sx 11/4). On both the far left and the far right of the scoresheet, slash the number 4 in Silver’s **PLAYERS’ NUMBERS** column and write the substitute number 11 to the immediate right of the slashed number 4. On both the far left and far right of the scoresheet, slash the first team substitution (under the scoring section) for Silver. The AS records the substitution by slashing the 4 and entering 11 on Silver’s line V in the far left section (only) of the LTS. The AS also slashes **Team Substitution** number 1 in both the far left and far right sections of the LTS.

**Silver’s libero replaces No. 17.** The AS writes an L to the right of the 17 in the far left section of the LTS on line I.

**Blue No. 8 serves for two points, but Blue loses the rally after the third serve by No. 8.** Record points 4 and 5 in the first two circles, circle points 4 and 5 in Blue’s running score column, and record an R in the third circle. Slash point 3 in Silver’s running score columns on both the far left and far right and record point 3 on line II of Silver’s scoring section on the left only. On contact of the first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Blue’s **Service** column on line II.
Blue’s captain requests and is granted a timeout. The timeout score, 5-3, is recorded in the Blue (Team B) Timeouts box below Blue’s running score column. The timeout offers a good opportunity for the scorer to check the scoresheet to make certain all of Silver’s substitutions and timeouts are recorded on both the left and right sides of the scoresheet.

When the timeout ends, the AS ensures that the same players who were on the court when the timeout was taken return to the court.

Silver No. 1 serves for three points. Record points 4, 5 and 6 in circles in Silver No. 1’s scoring section on the left side of the scoresheet. Circle points 4, 5 and 6 in Silver’s running score on both sides of the scoresheet. On contact of the first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Silver’s Service column on line II.

The next serve does not cross the net. Record an R in the circle in Silver No. 1’s scoring section on the left side of the scoresheet. Slash point 6 in Blue’s running score column and record point 6 on line III of Blue’s scoring section.

Silver coach requests two substitutions, No. 4 for No. 11 and No. 18 for No. 1. Record the substitutions in Blue’s scoring section. On both the far left and far right of the scoresheet, slash the appropriate PLAYERS’ NUMBERS and replace with the substitute’s numbers. Slash the 2 and 3 in Silver’s SUBSTITUTIONS section on both the far left and the far right. The AS records the substitutions by slashing the 11 and entering 4 on Line V and slashing the 1 and entering 18 on Line II in the far left section of the LTS. The AS also slashes Team Substitutions numbers 2 and 3 in both the far left and far right sections of the LTS.

Blue No. 10 serves and Blue wins the rally for point 7. Record the point in a circle in Blue No. 10’s scoring section and circle point 7 in Blue’s running score column. On contact of the first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Blue’s Service column on line III.

Silver’s coach requests and is granted a timeout. The timeout score, 6-7, is recorded in the Silver (Team A) Timeouts boxes on both the far left and far right of the scoresheet below Silver’s running score columns.

After the timeout, Blue No. 10 serves and Blue wins the rally for point 8. Record the point in a circle in Blue No. 10’s scoring section and circle point 8 in Blue’s running score column.

The first referee signals for the teams to change courts. Rewrite the final action for the team that changes from the court on the scorer’s left to the court on the scorer’s right in the corresponding location in the far right scoring section. In this example, the final circled R on line II for Silver No. 1/No. 18 is the final action for that team and should be rewritten on line II on the far right side.

Before play continues after the change of courts, the scorer checks to make certain all appropriate information for the Silver team is recorded on both the left and right sides of the scoresheet (including player and substitution numbers, scores for timeouts, and team substitutions).

The AS records the numbers of Silver’s current players in the CP column in the far right section of the LTS. Since the libero is on the floor at the time of the court switch, the entries should be 17 (with an L written to the right), 18, 7, 3, 4 and 9 for lines I – VI respectively. No further entries will be made in the far left section of the LTS.
When play resumes, Blue No. 10 serves again and Blue loses the rally. Record an R in the next circle. Slash point 7 in Silver’s running score on the far right only, and record point 7 on line III of Silver’s scoring section on the far right only.

| Blue III | 6 Sx 5/11 18/1 78R |

Silver’s coach requests a substitution, No. 6 for No. 9. Silver No. 7 is designated as the new captain. Record the substitution in Silver’s scoring section on the far right only, slash the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS on the far right only, and slash team SUBSTITUTION number 4 on the far right only. On the LTS, the AS records the substitution by slashing the 9 and entering 6 on Silver’s Line VI in the far right section only. The AS also slashes Team Substitution number 4 in the far right section of the LTS only.

Silver No. 7 serves and Silver wins the rally for a point. Silver then loses the rally after No. 7’s second service. Record point 8 in Silver’s scoring section and running score on the far right only. In the second circle drawn, record an R. Slash point 9 in Blue’s running score column, and record point 9 in Blue’s scoring section. On contact of the first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Silver’s Service column on line III.

| Silver III (right) | 7 S6/9 8R |

Blue No. 20 serves for four points before losing a rally. Record points 10, 11, 12 and 13 in circles in Blue’s scoring and running score sections. On contact of Blue No. 20’s first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Blue’s Service column on line IV. Record the final serve of Blue No. 20 by entering an R in the final circle, and record point 9 in Silver’s scoring section and running score on the far right.

Silver’s No. 17 replaces the libero. On the far right of the LTS, the AS writes a 17 next to the L on line I.

Silver’s No. 3 serves for one point before losing a rally. On contact of Silver No. 3’s first serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS in Silver’s Service column on line IV. Record point 10 in a circle in Silver’s scoring section and running score. Record an R in the second circle for Silver No. 3, and record point 14 in Blue’s scoring section and running score.

Blue No. 6 serves and scores match point. Record point 15 in circles in Blue’s scoring and running score sections. On contact of the serve, the AS records a tally mark on the LTS Blue’s Service column on line V. The scorer uses a blue or black pen to note the Time Set Finished at the top of the scoresheet, and then records the WINNING TEAM, the LOSING TEAM and their scores in the lower right part of the scoresheet. The scorer checks the scoresheet carefully to ensure its completeness, and then signs the scoresheet.
**FIGURE 7 – THE SCORESHEET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM 1</th>
<th>TEAM 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VENUS</td>
<td>MARS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Players’ Numbers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VENUS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Points**

- VENUS: 25
- MARS: 23

**Sanctions**

- VENUS: A - 2, B - 2
- MARS: A - 6, B - 10

**Referees**

- First Referee: NEVA WAVER
- Second Referee: KEN DEAUX

**Scorekeeper**

- VENUS: VERA QUICK

**Timeouts**

- VENUS: 0
- MARS: 0

**Scored Games**

1. 21 - 14
2. 12 - 25
3. 18 - 22
4. 22 - 16

**Coaches**

- VENUS: NIKI GOODE
- MARS: I.C. BEDDEN

**Scoreboard**

- Set 1: 25 - 18
- Set 2: 25 - 22
- Set 3: 25 - 10
- Set 4: 25 - 23

**Score Sheet**

- Smith Arena, 9-13-14, 7:00 AM, Match 3, Division II, Tournament Invitational, National Collegiate Athletic Association Volleyball.
# Deciding Set Scoresheet

## National Collegiate Athletic Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tourney</th>
<th>HIGH COUNTRY</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>NELSON GYM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9-20-08</td>
<td>Time Match Scheduled</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>Time Set Started</td>
<td>8:50 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time Set Finished</td>
<td>9:08 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PLAYERS' NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>SILVER</th>
<th>BLUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>SILVER</th>
<th>BLUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Substitutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>SILVER</th>
<th>BLUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR</th>
<th>YC</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Comments

First Referee: LEANNA OCHOA
Second Referee: RED COUPLES
Scorekeeper: Print Name SARAH PARK
Sign Name Sarah Pak

## Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Line Judge 1: BILL MICKELSON
Line Judge 2: SARGE GARCIA

WINNING TEAM: BLUE
LOSING TEAM: SILVER

Points: 15, 10